
Town of Canton 
Planning Board Meeting 

February 25, 2020 
Municipal Building, Canton, NY 

7:00pm 
 

Members Present 
Chairperson Michael Morgan; Debra Backus; Sigie Barr-Sapp; John Casserly; Joel Howie 
Recording Secretary Jeni Reed 

Members Absent 
None 

Others Present 
Code Enforcement Officer Jeff Murray; Walt Planty; Bob Washo 

Call to Order 
The meeting of the Town Planning Board was called to order at 7:00 pm by chairperson Michael Morgan. 

Approval of Minutes 
A motion was made by Joel Howie to approve the minutes (with minor correction to add Eric Johnson to “others present”)                     
for the July 23, 2019 Planning Board Meeting.  The motion was seconded by John Casserly and carried. 

Agenda Items 

1. Discussion of Horses located in Pyrites (Laurie Sweeney) 
Item tabled; interested parties have not communicated with Code Enforcement recently. 

2. Discussion of proposed Campground on Crusher Road (Walt Planty) 
Continuation of a discussion which began approximately 2 years ago. Intended site is at the corner of the                  
Eddy-Pyrites and Crusher Roads, bordering Harrison Creek. This is zoned rural. Thirty-six (36) acres were               
purchased as part of an Estate Sale, with the idea for a small campground (there is a history of campground                    
building in the family). Walt Planty has been working on improving existing trails and making the overall site                  
accessible. Of the 36 acres, 14 will be developed for the proposed campground. No hazards to the property will                   
be created.  Kayaking is available on creek and connects to the Grasse River with a few beaver dam pullovers. 
 
Mr. Planty has met with Tom Pahler (Engineer) and has walked/measured and laid out the proposed campground.                 
These engineering drawings have been provided to Michael Morgan and were reviewed by committee members               
during the meeting. Drawings include the proposed size of lots and layouts of tents and RV sites, as well as                    
water, sewage, and electric plans. Per current code, there is a limit of 8 RVs per acre. Plans include 25 tent sites                      



and 46 RV sites, along with four (4) permanent structures planned: bathrooms; small store; office. Water will be                  
available throughout the park at spigots placed within 250 feet of each site per Department of Health                 
requirements; no electric or sewage hookups will be provided at individual sites. Minimal lighting will also be                 
provided around the campground. Drinking and bathing/sewage water will come from the two (2) drilled wells by                 
the road. Plans include two (2) bathrooms plus a larger bathhouse with showers. A chlorinator and pumps will be                   
installed. Water testing has been completed. Everything drawn is higher than the highest historical water mark.                
Bottom of the planned septic system is two (2) feet higher than the highest historical water mark. Material and                   
soil testing has been completed and all passed. Rear areas of proposed site are higher elevation and do not pose                    
flood risk, while areas by the road are closer to the water line. A base plus top coat of soil will work to draw                        
water down. The septic system will involve a leach field just below the surface of the ground plus top soil. Per                     
the Department of Health, septic can not simply be trucked away; dumping station will require a septic tank and                   
leach field. The intention is for low impact camping. An area has been designated for a playground and walking                   
path around the perimeter of the campground. Roads will be 25 ft + wide gravel and will accommodate                  
emergency vehicles. 
 
The site originally held a mobile home, septic, and two (2) wells, approximately 50 feet apart. One well needs to                    
be looked at per the Realtor, and is currently non-functional and not in use. The other well is fully functional and                     
has been tested. It is approximately 125 feet deep per a basic plumb bob test. Recovery rates have been tested as                     
well, and the single well is indicated as sufficient by the Department of Health at this time. There was a question                     
regarding the use of generators due to the lack of electricity, but it was determined this could be addressed via                    
simple campground rules similar to those at State campgrounds. It is expected that maximum occupancy will be                 
rare at first, but that attendance should improve as word travels. Some research has been conducted by Mr. Planty                   
regarding the potential for bringing people to the campground specifically and the area in general. 

 
Plan has been presented to the DEC who raised no issues. The Board of Health is also on board provided                    
presented layouts are followed. This is a part-time project for Mr. Planty, and he has put approximately $10,000                  
in engineering work plus an excavator purchased. The DEC letter needs to be filed with Town per Jeff Murray to                    
maintain as part of the record.  All maps will also be kept in the file being held by Michael Morgan. 
 
Mr. Planty’s primary concern at this time: given the project and scope, what is the estimation on any tax increase                    
for the property? Committee indicated that the Assessor should be contacted to ask about this, and Mr. Planty                  
will follow up with Michael Morgan on any outcomes of that discussion. 
 
Next steps will be to schedule a public hearing as a special permit will need to be issued for the project to go                       
forward.  Board will be waiting on Mr. Planty to follow up on this.  No action taken at this meeting. 
 
It was later mentioned that Mr. Planty could contact the IDA or SBB to negotiate taxes or offset his cost; as well                      
as review similar properties for comparable negotiations. 

 
On a side note there was some discussion regarding dumping along the side of Crusher Road and the need to                    
address and perform clean-up. 

3. Discussion of proposed “Granny Pods” on Rice Road  
It is expected that a “Granny Pod” is a movable structure (not stationary). Anything under 600 square feet and on                    
wheels would be governed by DOT. Appears to be a practical idea that would not be prevented by anything in the                     
code. It will be important to identify the difference between what would be a permanent vs. a movable structure.                   
There is currently nothing in the code to prevent the installation of a “Granny Pod.” This topic has been                   



previously discussed by the Board for a similar manner, but nothing was put in the code (reference to the                   
installation of an “in-law” or accessory use apartment). 
 
Interesting to note that there are currently 28 “Airbnb” locations listed in Canton.  These would be a “rooming 
house” which would technically need to be approved by the board as a special use permit. 
 
It was indicated that the Code Enforcement Office does not see any issue; therefore do we want to regulate and                    
how? At this time it was indicated the Board should define what a “Granny Pod” is; it is expected this will come                      
up during the code revision and there is a lot of work to be done. It is also expected that the new state codes                        
should address the concept of “Tiny Houses,” which would help the Board in defining these structures.                
Apparently, rental of these types of structures is available. At this time the code states only one (1) living                   
structure per property is permitted.  Splitting up properties brings up quarter zoning issues. 
 
At this time no applications have been put in to install one of these structures.  

 
The new comprehensive plan was supported by extensive public review, in which case it should be easier to move                   
forward with these topics. 
 
Discussion followed regarding the trend toward smaller housing units/”Tiny Homes.” 
 
It was proposed by Michael Morgan that applications to install a “Granny Pod” be reviewed by the Code                  
Enforcement Office with no board approval necessary. Debra Backus countered that if it’s not a “permitted use”                 
the application needs to go to ZBA. For example, in a Residential zone, manufactured homes are excluded. Do                  
“Granny Pods” qualify as manufactured homes? There is also the issue that a “Granny Pod” would need to be                   
tied into septic/sewer and water systems. State regulations also give minimum size requirements for bedrooms               
and bathrooms.  
 
Board determined that any applications received to install a “Granny Pod” or similar structure in the Town of                  
Canton should be reviewed by the ZBA. If ZBA sees something multiple times then the code needs to be looked                    
at for potential changes.  

4. Begin discussions on Solar Storage Regulations 
There is currently a requirement to have Solar Storage Regulations in place. It was discussed whether this is an                   
issue the board needs to deal with on their own. A lot of material is available for developing this regulation,                    
including a Model Law which was reviewed during the meeting. New York State already has this in place (the                   
only state in the country to do so) as part of their Solar Law, but it is strongly recommended that it should be in                        
the Town Solar Law code as well. 
 
It is likely that the Town can adopt as written from the NYS code, which is very stringent. In this area, solar                      
projects often tie directly into the electric grid, so no storage is required. There is a current moratorium on solar                    
projects specifically because the proposed Richville project has a storage component of 32 megawatts stored over                
multiple acres in their proposal. The New York State solar storage regulations are very stringent (originally                
developed for New York City) and should likely suffice for our needs; it is recommended that the Town have                   
something specific to the locality in the code and the most stringent of the varying levels will be enforced.  
 
Per the NYSERDA recommendations a task force should be used to develop the solar storage regulations. It was                  
discussed that at minimum a regulation proposal should be run by someone with experience in this. It was                  



reiterated that the Model Law should fit most of our needs, and then will need to be reviewed by the Town                     
Attorney and County Planning Board. Any costs incurred during regulation development will have to be               
approved by the Town Board. No new information has come out recently on proposals for smaller projects. Once                  
the large project is in place, it is likely that the localities will have no input on large scale solar projects.                     
Developers will most likely approach the State directly if local codes make large scale projects more difficult or                  
costly.  However, using model law language should help keep us in the discussion. 
 
Bob Washo agreed to share a good deal of information on solar law and solar projects with the Board that he has                      
saved in a Google Drive. Board members should be able to review this information and it is expected something                   
can be made available to the attorney for review within a few months. 
 
Major power line upgrades are expected to begin in March, which will be important to the development of these                   
solar projects. The Richville project has all of their permits in place and should be moving forward relatively                  
soon. Movement is expected no later than 2021. At this time they are likely waiting on Article 10 to be approved                     
in Albany. 
 
Per Bob Washo there should be a public presentation in March at the Best Western regarding the Richville project                   
to share a full and public plan.  It is anticipated they will have their approval from Albany at that time. 
 
The new power line upgrades going in will be a major boost to solar projects, as they facilitate connection of the                     
project to the electric grid. Smaller projects may propose to sell power directly to localities (such as has been                   
proposed in Potsdam), but larger projects will be delivering the power produced directly to the grid. These larger                  
projects are considered far more financially efficient. 
 
A proposed County landfill solar power project may be developed to offset County power use, but that is                  
approximately a one (1) megawatt project; the Richville proposed project is approximately 240 megawatts. Solar               
projects are being looked at for use on land that is unusable for other projects, such as brownfields and otherwise                    
uncultivated farmland. However, it is important that these large scale solar projects have access to the larger                 
power lines. 

Other Items 
Michael Morgan reminded the Board of the Ethics law passed by the Town Board; all members will be mailed a copy to                      
sign agreeing to recuse themselves from topics with a potential conflict of interest or ethical issue.  
 
It was determined that the next Town Planning Board meeting will likely be held in April; official date and time will be                      
set at a later date but will likely be on a Tuesday night. If it is determined that Mr. Planty is ready to move forward with                          
the Campground proposal earlier, the Board may meet in March. The board will need to plan a Public Hearing (which                    
must be announced at least 5 days prior) before the meeting to discuss the Campground. Michael Morgan will keep                   
everyone apprised of meeting plans. 

Adjournment 
A motion to adjourn was made by Debra Backus, seconded by Sigie Barr-Sapp, and carried. The meeting was adjourned                   
at 8:10 pm. 
 


